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Abstract

The Yes/No QA task (Clark et al., 2019) con-
sists of “Yes” or “No” questions about a given
context. However, in realistic scenarios, the
information provided in the context is not al-
ways sufficient in order to answer the ques-
tion. For example, given the context “She mar-
ried a lawyer from New-York.”, we don’t know
whether the answer to the question “Did she
marry in New York?” is “Yes” or “No”. In this
paper, we extend the Yes/No QA task, adding
questions with an IDK answer, and show its
considerable difficulty compared to the origi-
nal 2-label task. For this purpose, we (i) enrich
the BoolQ dataset (Clark et al., 2019) to include
unanswerable questions and (ii) create out-of-
domain test sets for the Yes/No/IDK QA task.
We study the contribution of training on other
Natural Language Understanding tasks. We fo-
cus in particular on Extractive QA (Rajpurkar
et al., 2018) and Recognizing Textual Entail-
ments (RTE, Dagan et al., 2013), analyzing the
differences between 2 and 3 labels using the
new data.1

1 Introduction

The ability to know whether a claim is true or false
given a context is an important component of lan-
guage comprehension. One main way to study this
ability is the Yes/No Question Answering task, for
which a large-scale dataset, BoolQ, has been pro-
posed (Clark et al., 2019). The BoolQ dataset in-
cludes paragraphs together with naturally occurring
questions whose answer is either “Yes” or “No”.

However, in realistic scenarios, the information
needed to answer a Yes/No question can be miss-
ing. For example, Figure 1 shows Yes/No questions
given the context “Jane, who is a native of Los An-
geles, married a lawyer from NYC”. While the
questions in (a) and (b) can be answered respec-
tively by “Yes” and “No” (Jane was born in Los

1All the datasets and the code are available at http://
cogcomp.org/page/publication_view/975.
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Figure 1: Examples of a “Yes”, “No” and “IDK” Ques-
tions in (a), (b) and (c) respectively, given a Context.

Angeles so she was not born in France), the ques-
tion “Did Jane marry in NYC?” in (c) cannot be
answered given the context.

Indeed, the ability to extract information from
text only addresses one aspect of the expectations
we have from a comprehension system. Another
main aspect concerns the ability to identify that a
given information is not in the text, a witness of
understanding in human comprehension.

In this paper we extend the Yes/No QA task to
include IDK questions and show the considerable
difficulty of the extended task compared to the two-
label setting. For this purpose we first enrich the
BoolQ dataset by including unanswerable ques-
tions, along with creating two other, out of domain,
datasets, to test the ability to answer Yes/No/IDK
questions in realistic scenarios (Section 3).

Experimenting with a system based on BERT-
LARGE (Devlin et al., 2019), we show that the
performance on the dev set drops from 72.88 F1
to 33.64 F1 when moving from a two-label to a
three-label setting and observe similar results on
out-of-domain test sets (Section 4).

We then explore the contribution of other Nat-
ural Language Undertanding tasks to the perfor-
mance, focusing on Extractive QA (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016), using the SQuAD 2.0 dataset (Rajpurkar
et al., 2018) and Recognizing Textual Entailments
(RTE, Dagan et al., 2013), using the MNLI dataset
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Figure 2: Examples of Yes/No QA (left), Extractive QA (center) and RTE hypotheses (right) for a given context.

(Williams et al., 2018). We obtain that, similar
to what has been observed in the two-label setting
(Clark et al., 2019), leveraging SQuAD 2.0 does not
improve the performance while training on MNLI
achieves better performance. As the improvement
is limited, we separately analyze the transfer from
MNLI in the two-label and three-label settings.

We conclude that current systems that achieve
high performance on the BoolQ dataset are not
adapted to the task of Yes/No QA where unanswer-
able questions are involved. Using the RTE data is
helpful but not sufficient for a good performance.

In this paper, we provide new datasets that al-
low a more realistic evaluation of the Yes/No task
by (1) addressing unanswerable questions, which
appear in real-world scenarios; (2) compiling test
sets to evaluate the performance of the systems on
domains that are different from the ones seen in
training and finetuning. Using the new data, we
explore the performance of current systems on this
task and show its considerable difficulty compared
to its two-label version.

2 Related Work

Yes/No Questions In Yes/No QA, the IDK op-
tion has been taken into account in the context of
FraCaS inference problem (Cooper et al., 1996),
which consists of 346 problems targeting specific
linguistic phenomena, each containing one or more
statements and one yes/no-question. The possi-
ble labels are “yes”, “no”, “don’t know” and a
“other/complex” label that mainly targets several
possible readings. Clark et al. (2019) proposed the
large-scale BoolQ dataset in order to address the
Yes/No QA task where a question together with a
paragraph are given as input. The task consists in
classifying the questions into two categories: “Yes”
and “No” questions. This dataset does not include
an IDK option, a gap we fill by augmenting the
original corpus (see Section 3). Our data augmen-
tation method is somewhat similar to the one used

for Extractive QA by Clark and Gardner (2018)
who generated negative examples for SQuAD (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016) by pairing existing questions
with other paragraphs from the same article based
on TF-IDF overlap.

Unanswerable Questions Unanswerable ques-
tions have been mainly studied in the context of
the Extractive QA task. The original Extractive
QA task consists in extracting a correct answer to
a question from a context paragraph or document.
Rajpurkar et al. (2018) enriched the SQuAD 1.1
corpus (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) by including unan-
swerable questions for the same paragraphs via
crowdsourcing, resulting in SQuAD 2.0, and pro-
posed to extend the task so that the predictions will
include either a span or an “IDK” answer. Unan-
swerable questions have also been included in the
QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) and CoQA (Reddy et al.,
2019) datasets where questions are asked in the
form of a dialog (see Yatskar (2019) for a com-
parison). The difficulty of unanswerable questions
in Extractive QA has been recently explored in
the case of out-of-domain scenarios (Sulem et al.,
2021) and in questions with a context composed
of multiple paragraphs (Asai and Choi, 2021). Al-
though Extractive QA includes IDK questions, the
conversion between the Extractive QA format and
a Yes/No/IDK QA format will not always preserve
the IDK label, as shown in Figure 2. In particu-
lar, an IDK instance in Extractive QA (Q2b) can
correspond to a “No” answer in Yes/No QA (Q1b).

The selective question answering task in out-of-
domain settings (Kamath et al., 2020) is related to
the identification of unanswerable questions. How-
ever, it targets the ability of a system to refrain from
answering in some of the cases in order to avoid er-
rors in out-of-domain settings, independently from
the presence of the answer in the context.

Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) The
RTE task (Dagan et al., 2013) consists of classi-
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fying a sentence pair composed of a premise p and
a hypothesis h into three classes, according to the
relation between the two sentences: “entailment”,
“contradiction” and “neutral”. In some of the RTE
works (Bentivogli et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2018),
“contradiction” and “neutral” are unified in a “non-
entailed” joint category. Both RTE and Yes/No QA
aim to verify whether a given information can be
derived from the context. Furthermore, there is a
one-to-one mapping between the labels of the two
tasks. In particular, if the RTE label is “neutral”
then the answer to the corresponding question is
IDK (as in Figure 2, Q1a and H3a). However, a
main difference between the two tasks is the length
of the context. While it is a single sentence in the
RTE datasets (e.g., Bowman et al., 2015; Williams
et al., 2018, for SNLI and MNLI respetively), it is
a paragraph in Yes/No QA.2 The extension of the
Yes/No QA task and data presented in this paper
allows their use in multiple applications such as
Extractive QA (Sulem et al., 2021), relation extrac-
tion (Obamuyide and Vlachos, 2018; Sainz et al.,
2021) or event extraction (Lyu et al., 2021; Sainz
et al., 2022) in replacement of or jointly with RTE.
We explore the use of an RTE dataset for additional
training in Section 5. An investigation of the re-
placement of the RTE task by Yes/No/IDK QA for
Extractive QA is presented in Appendix H.

3 Datasets

3.1 Enriching BoolQ with IDK Questions

The BoolQ dataset3, proposed by Clark et al.
(2019), is the largest corpus for Yes/No questions.
The training set is composed of 9.4K of Yes/No
questions and their answers. 62.31% of the answers
are “yes”. The dev set includes 3.2k questions.

General Idea. We aim to generate IDK questions
by mapping questions from the original BoolQ to
passages that will not contain anymore the informa-
tion required to answer the question. As a random
swapping between passages and questions could
generate mostly very simple cases with no relation
between the question and the passage, we want to
maximize the word overlapping between the two.

2Although it is not inherent in the definition of the respec-
tive tasks, the available datasets impact the models used by
the community.

3https://github.com/
google-research-datasets/
boolean-questions

Generation. We augment BoolQ with IDK ques-
tions automatically by using passages and ques-
tions from the original BoolQ dataset. Sampling
randomly half of the “yes” questions and half of
the “no” questions, we match to each of the ex-
tracted questions a passage from BoolQ that has
the greatest overlapping with the questions in terms
of nouns and verbs, identified using the NLTK PoS
tagger (Loper and Bird, 2002).4 The greatest over-
lapping is chosen to avoid very simple cases with
no relation between the question and the passage.
In case there are several passages with the same
number of nouns or verbs that appear in the ques-
tion, we choose one of them randomly. We apply
this algorithm (separately) on both the train set and
the dev set of BoolQ, obtaining new IDK questions
(4.7k for train and 1.6k for dev) that we add to the
original sets. We call the new corpus BoolQ3L (for
BoolQ wih three labels). Examples from BoolQ3L

are shown in Appendix C.

Validation and Analysis. We manually validate
the IDK questions we compiled by sampling 100
question-paragraph pairs randomly in each of the
sets (the train and the dev sets). The 200 pairs
are annotated separately by two of the authors of
the paper using the “IDK”, “Yes” and “No” la-
bels. In the dev set, we find that 95% of the in-
stances are correctly labeled with 100% absolute
inter-annotator agreement. In the train set the rates
of instances correctly labeled as “IDK” are 94%
and 93% according to the two annotators, with an
absolute inter-annotator agreement of 97%. 5 Us-
ing the same samples we also evaluate difficulty
of the questions, based on the relatedness of the
paragraph to the question, abstracting away from
the word overlapping between the two. Following
this procedure, we label 33% / 40% (85% abso-
lute agreement) and 43% / 63 % (80 % absolute
agreement) cases as Non-related in the train and
dev set respectively. Examples of Non-related IDK
questions are presented in Appendix D.

By using questions and answers from the orig-
inal BoolQ, we ensure that the new IDK subset
cannot be identified as having different question or

4We also provide a list of auxiliaries that should not be
considered as verbs.

5For comparison, in the case of SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar
et al., 2018), the authors manually inspected 100 randomly
chosen negative examples and found that 93% of the examples
are indeed unanswerable. In the original BoolQ dataset (with
“Yes” and “No” labels), 110 randomly chosen examples were
annotated, reaching 90 % accuracy relative to the gold labels,
corresponding to 6 ambiguous cases and 5 errors.
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Corpus Split # Examples IDK (%) # Labels
Existing Corpus

BoolQ train 9,427 0 2dev 3,270 0
New Corpora

BoolQ3L
train 14,141 33 3dev 4,906 33

ACE-YNQA test 999 52 3
INSTRUCTIONS test 70 33 3

Table 1: Statistics and properties of the BoolQ corpus (top) and the newly introduced corpora (bottom).

paragraph styles or levels of grammaticality. Also,
the IDK questions have paragraphs that also appear
in either “Yes” or “No” questions, with the propor-
tion similar to that observed in the entire corpus.
Therefore “no-answer” cannot be predicted by only
looking at the question.6

3.2 Out-of-domain Test Sets

Motivation Addressing unanswerable questions
in Yes/No QA is a first step towards a more realistic
evaluation of this task. A second step, which we
address in this section, consists in the evaluation
of the systems on datasets different from the ones
they have been trained and finetuned on, using con-
trolled out-of-domain test sets for evaluation, as
advocated for example by Linzen (2020). Further-
more, an informative way to evaluate the compre-
hension of a system is to ask very simple questions
whose answers are obvious to humans (Dunietz
et al., 2020). We focus here on event-based ques-
tions that address simple predicate-argument rela-
tions.

ACE-YNQA We leverage the ACE event extrac-
tion (Walker et al., 2006)7 dataset to derive a new
test corpus of “Yes”, “No” and IDK questions. For
this purpose, we first select sentence fragments that
include a location or a time mention according to
the ACE annotation. For the “Yes” questions we
generate questions of the form “Did T happen at
location / time entity”, where T is the event trig-
ger. For the “No” variant we manually created a
set of place / time entities and asked “Did T hap-
pen at r?”, where r is a randomly selected entity.
We then checked for grammatical and logical cor-
rectness. For the IDK labels, we generated those

6This phenomenon has been observed in existing resources
in the case of the similar RTE task (Gururangan et al., 2018).
For the original BoolQ, the experiments of Clark et al. (2019)
suggest that there is little signal in the question by itself, but
that some language patterns in the passage correlate with the
answer.

7https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2006T06

questions manually asking context specific ques-
tions. An example of IDK question is “has the loan
been paid?” given the context “the world bank first
offered the loan in 1999”. We call the obtained
corpus ACE-YNQA. Examples with “Yes”, “No”
and “IDK” answers are shown in Appendix E.

INSTRUCTIONS We also generate a small test
corpus (INSTRUCTIONS; 70 questions) from
scratch about instructions. For example, given the
context “Change the font color to green”, an IDK
question is “Is the font size 12?”. More examples
are presented in Appendix F.

A summary of the statistics for the different cor-
pora is presented in Table 1.

4 The Difficulty of Yes/No/IDK QA

We use the BERT-LARGE representation and the
BERT TensorFlow implementation8 for sequence
classification. We train on the BoolQ3L training
set and evaluate on the ACE-YNQA out-of-domain
dataset. We also report the average performance
on the dev set. We use the BERT-based approach
for classification, where the three labels are “Yes”,
“No” and “IDK”; the final hidden vector correspond-
ing to the first input token([CLS]) is used as the ag-
gregate representation. The fine-tuning details and
hyperparameters are presented in Appendix A. For
comparison, we also fine-tune BERT-LARGE on
the original BoolQ dataset for the Yes/No QA task
using the original train and dev sets. We consider
the “Yes” and “No” portions of the ACE-YNQA as
the out-of-domain test set for the 2-label setting.

The results are presented in the first columns of
Table 2 (for Yes/No/IDK) and Table 3 (for Yes/No).
We find that the accuracy of the model drops to
33.64 on the BoolQ3L dev set while it is 72.88 in
the two-level setting (when training and testing on
BoolQ). On the out-of-domain ACE-YNQA test
set, the performance is 52.02. In this case too the
score is higher in the two-label setting (accuracy of
59.53).

8https://github.com/google-research/bert
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Test ↓
Train → BoolQ3L MNLI + BoolQ3L c(MNLI) + BoolQ3L SQuAD 2.0 +BoolQ3L

BoolQ3L dev 33.64 42.66 43.25 35.27
ACE-YNQA 52.02 52.02 54.94 44.15

Table 2: Accuracy of the different systems, tested on Yes/No/IDK QA with 3 labels. The scores correspond to
average across 5 different runs. The columns represent the training strategies. The rows represent the test datasets.
In all the cases the trained representation is BERT-LARGE-CASED.

Test ↓
Train → BoolQ MNLI + BoolQ c(MNLI) + BoolQ SQuAD 2.0 + BoolQ

BoolQ dev 72.88 78.24 79.49 62.13
ACE-YNQAY/N 59.53 65.47 68.01 53.81

Table 3: Accuracy of the baseline system as well as the use of Extractive QA for both Yes/No QA with 2 labels
on the BoolQ dev set an on the out-of-domain datasets, removing the IDK examples. In all the cases the trained
representation is BERT-LARGE-CASED.

5 Leveraging Other Tasks

We leverage the RTE task, using the MNLI corpus
(Williams et al., 2018) and the Extractive QA task,
using SQuAD 2.09 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018).

Given a language representation R and two cor-
pora C1 and C2 for the tasks T1 and T2 respectively,
C1 + C2 refers to the procedure in which R is first
fine-tuned on C1 for the task T1 and then further
fine-tuned on C2 for the task T2.10 This is similar
to the STILTS method (Phang et al., 2018). We ex-
periment with the following systems: (i) MNLI +
BoolQ3L (ii) c(MNLI) + BoolQ3L where c(MNLI)
is a binary version of MNLI, distinguishing be-
tween contradictions and non-contradictions11 (iii)
SQuAD 2.0 + BoolQ3L.

We also replicate the above systems in the two-
label setting, training and testing on BoolQ.

The results are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Eval-
uating on BoolQ3L dev set, we find that the use
of MNLI for intermediary fine-tuning (MNLI +
BoolQ3L) improves the overall accuracy, which
reaches a score of 42.66. The best performance is
achieved when using intermediary fine-tuning on
the binary MNLI where the accuracy is 43.25. A
similar behavior is observed in the two-label setting
although the scores are much higher.

On the ACE-YNQA out-of-domain test set,
c(MNLI) + BoolQ3L is the best system. Its 2-level

9https://rajpurkar.github.io/
SQuAD-explorer/

10When training for Extractive QA and then moving to a
classification task such as Yes/No QA, we also remove the last
layer before training on the classification task.

11We chose this binary version for the experiments
(the other versions being “entailment”/“non-entailment” and
“neutral”/“non-neutral”) since it achieved the highest score on
the corresponding binary MNLI dev set (92.50 accuracy).

version is the best system in the case of Yes/No QA.
Leveraging SQuAD 2.0 is not helpful in both 2 (as
also in Clark et al. (2019)) and 3 label settings.

In order to explore additional types of Yes/No
questions, including unanswerable questions, we
replicate our experiments on the small INSTRUC-
TIONS dataset. As before, we find a gap between
the two-label and three-label scores and the use-
fulness of the MNLI corpus.The full results are
presented in Appendix G.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we aim to allow a more realistic eval-
uation of the Yes/No QA task. For this purpose, we
(i) enrich the BoolQ dataset to include unanswer-
able questions and (ii) compile out-of-domain test
sets. Using the new data, we show the difficulty of
current systems to address the task both by training
directly on the task-specific data and by leveraging
other NLU tasks.
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A Hyperparameter Finetuning

For training on BoolQ3L with the BERT-LARGE-
CASED representation, we use a batch size of 24
and a learning rate of 1e-5 and fine tune over the
number of epochs (3 or 5). For training on MNLI,
we use batch size of 32 and 3 training epochs. We
fine tune over three possible learning rate values:
2e-5, 3e-5 and 5e-5. For training on SQuAD 2.0,
we use two train epochs and fine-tune for the learn-
ing rate (3e-5 and 5e-5) and the batch size (24 and
48). For each of the training settings, we choose
the hyperparameter combination that maximizes
the accuracy for the target task on the dev set.

Following Clark et al. (2019), we train the sys-
tem on BoolQ3L with 5 different initializations and
report the average score on the dev set. We choose
the checkpoint with the closest score to the aver-
age as a starting point for the following training
step and for testing on the out-of-domain datasets
(ACE-YNQA and INSTRUCTIONS).

B Transfer Analysis

We also evaluate the direct transfer from MNLI to
BoolQ and BoolQ3L dev set, only training for the
RTE task and then experiment with intermediary
finetuning on small samples (30 sentences) from
the respective training corpus.

While the direct use of MNLI achieves low
scores both on the BoolQ3L dev (26.73 accuracy)
and the BoolQ dev (23.07), the finetuning on the
sample considerably improves the performance in
the two-label setting (50.43 accuracy), compared
to the three-label setting (33.91 F1), showing the
difficulty to transfer on the three-label setting. The
results are summarized in Table 4.

C Examples from BoolQ3L

Examples from BoolQ3L are shown in Figure 3.
For example, an IDK example is created by match-
ing Question1 (that is associated in BoolQ to Con-
text1a), to Context1b, which shares with the ques-
tion the words “Lombardi”, “trophy” and “year”.
While the answer to Question1 is “Yes” when as-
sociated with Context1a, it is “IDK” when asso-
ciated with Context1b since the latter does not
address the creation of the trophy. Similarly, the
answer to Question2 is “No” when associated with
Context2a but it is “IDK” when associated with
Context2b that shares with the question the words
“ball”, “throw-in” and “goalkeeper” without provid-
ing the information required to answer the question.
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Test ↓
Train → MNLI MNLI+s(BoolQ3L) MNLI+s(BoolQ)

3 labels 26.73 33.91 –
2 labels 23.07 – 50.43

Table 4: Accuracy of the different systems, tested either on BoolQ3L (first row) or BoolQ with 2 labels (second
row). The columns represent the training strategies.

D Non-related IDK Examples

Examples of non-related IDK cases are shown in
Figure 4. The word “season” appears both in the
question (Question1), that is about a TV series and
in the paragraph (Context1), that is about Ameri-
can football. Similarly, Question2 and Context2
that share the word “rate”, address different topics.

E Examples from ACE-YNQA

Examples from the ACE-YNQA dataset are pre-
sented in Figure 5.

F Examples from INSTRUCTIONS

Examples from the INSTRUCTIONS dataset are
presented in Figure 6.

G Results on INSTRUCTIONS

The results for both 2-label and 3-label settings are
presented in Section 5.

H Yes/No/IDK QA for Extractive QA

In order to test the usefulness of the BoolQ3L
dataset for other Natural Language Understanding
tasks, in particular in cases where IDK answers are
required, we replicate the experiment in Sulem et al.
(2021), replacing MNLI by BoolQ3L. In this exper-
iment, Extractive QA systems trained on SQuAD
2.0 are tested on the out-of-domain ACE-whQA
test set that includes two types of IDK questions de-
rived from ACE. The results are presented in Table
6. They show that additional training on BoolQ3L

significantly improves the baseline (where only
SQuAD 2.0 is used).
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Figure 3: Examples from the BoolQ3L corpus. Question1 associated with Context1a is a “Yes” example from the
original BoolQ dataset. An “IDK” example is generated by associating Question1 with Context1b. Similarly, an
IDK example was generated by associating Context2b with Question2 that appeared in BoolQ in a “No” example
(when associated with Context2a). In the case of IDK examples, the content words appearing both in the question
and in the context are underlined.
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Figure 4: Non-related IDK Examples from the BoolQ3L corpus where the question and the context target different
topics despite the content word overlap (underlined in the context).
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Test ↓
Train → BoolQ MNLI + BoolQ c(MNLI) + BoolQ SQuAD 2.0 + BoolQ

INSTRUCTIONS 26.56 43.75 20.31 23.44
INSTRUCTIONSY/N 65.00 65.00 70.00 65.00

Table 5: Accuracy of the baseline system as well as the use of Extractive QA and RTE for both Yes/No/IDK
QA with 3 labels and Yes/No QA with 2 labels on the INSTRUCTIONS test set. In all the cases the trained
representation is BERT-LARGE-CASED.

Test ↓

Train
→ SQuAD 2.0 MNLI + SQuAD 2.0 c(MNLI) + SQuAD 2.0 BoolQ3L + SQuAD 2.0

Has answer 62.39 71.68 78.13 76.90∗◦

Compet. IDK 20.8 46.40∗ 26.00 42.40∗

non-Compet. IDK 28.46 75.61∗ 47.15∗◦ 70.73∗

Table 6: F1 scores of the different systems, tested on the ACE-whQA out-of-domain test set for the Extractive
QA task. In all the cases the trained representation is BERT-LARGE-CASED. “Compet. IDK” correspond to
unanswerable questions with an entity of the same type as the expected answer, while it is not the case in the
“non-Compet. IDK” questions. In each line the highest score is presented in bold. The scores significantly higher
(using a one-sided t-test, p < 0.05) than the baseline (the first column) appear with a star (∗). Scores that are
significantly higher than the baseline and in the same time, significantly lower than the top system, are presented
with a circle (◦). We note that MNLI + SQuAD 2.0 significantly surpasses c(MNLI) + SQuAD 2.0 on “IDK” but its
score is not significantly higher than that of BoolQ3L + SQuAD 2.0.
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Figure 5: Examples of “Yes”, “No” and “IDK” exam-
ples from the ACE-YNQA test corpus.
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Figure 6: Examples of “Yes”, “No” and “IDK” exam-
ples from the INSTRUCTIONS test corpus.
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